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strongly depends on metadata. Currently, grid metadata is generated and used in an ad-hoc fashion,
much of it buried in the grid middleware code libraries and database schemas. This ad-hoc expres-
sion and use of metadata causes chronic dependency on human intervention during the operation of
grid machinery. Therefore, the Semantic Grid is emerged as an extension of the grid in which rich
resource metadata is exposed and handled explicitly, and shared and managed via grid protocols.
The layering of an explicit semantic infrastructure over the grid infrastructure potentially leads
to increase interoperability and ﬂexibility. In this paper, we present PSG framework architecture
that offers semantic-based grid services. PSG architecture allows the explicit use of semantics
and deﬁning the associated grid services. PSG architecture is originated from the integration of
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing with semantics and agents. Ontologies are used in annotating each
grid component, developing users/nodes proﬁles and organizing framework agents. While, P2P is
responsible for organizing and coordinating the grid nodes and resources.
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lsevier1. Introduction
Computational grids are sharing environments in which collec-
tions of geographically distributed hardware and software re-
sources are made available to groups of remote users. Ian
Foster et al. [1] deﬁne the grid problem as coordinated resource
sharing and problem solving in dynamic and multi-institutional
virtual organizations.Grid computing combines the technologies
of distributed computing, networks, servers and storages, and
supports resource sharingacrossdifferentorganizations.After al-
most 20-year development, grid computing has many varieties,
such as computational grid, data grid, access grid, information
grid, service grid, wireless grid and cloud computing [2].
A main factor that drives the development and evolution of
the grid is the necessity to face the enormous amount of data
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abases and data warehouses are nowadays more powerful
and can manage large datasets, only a small portion of data
will be accessed by humans or programs. The obstacle is not
the technology to store and to access data, but perhaps what
is lacking is the ability to transform data tombs in useful data
and extract knowledge from them [3]. Therefore, the grid is
moving from computation and data management, to a perva-
sive world-wide knowledge management infrastructure. To
achieve this very ambitious goal, Next Generation Grid is
introduced to develop grid frameworks based on the key tech-
nologies available such as Semantic Web, Peer-to-Peer Sys-
tems, and Ambient Computing [4].
The Semantic Grid is an initiative of the UK EPSRC/DTI
Core e-Science Program [5] that aims to integrate and bridge
the efforts made in the grid and in the Semantic Web [6].
The Semantic Grid is an extension of the current grid in which
information and services are given well-deﬁned meaning, bet-
ter enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.
This approach is essential to achieve the full richness of the
grid vision, with a high degree of easy-to-use and seamless
automation, and hence, enables ﬂexible collaborations and
computations on a global scale. Through provision of ontolog-
ical support to the grid, there is the potential to create a search-
able, reusable resource that is understandable by and
accessible to a wider community [4].
Currently, grid metadata is generated and used in an ad-hoc
fashion, much of it buried in the grid middleware code libraries
and database schemas. This ad-hoc expression and use of meta-
data causes chronic dependency on human intervention during
the operation of grid machinery, which also leads to systems
that are brittle when faced with frequent syntactic changes in
resource coordination and sharing protocols. So, in this paper,
we introduce the architecture of a lightweight framework called
PSG that offers semantic-based grid services in open and dis-
tributed environments. PSG architecture allows the explicit
use of semantics and deﬁning the associated grid services to
support a variety of service capabilities. We develop grid ontol-
ogy and use it in annotating each grid component. Further-
more, the developed ontology is used to build nodes proﬁles,
organize framework agents, andmanage agent communication.
The PSG architecture aims to provide pure ad-hoc grid
with ontology-based semantic modeling of users tasks/needs,
grid services and data sources. In this architecture, we use
P2P and multi-agent models to achieve self-conﬁguration,
autonomic management, dynamic resource discovery and
fault-tolerance. The introduced architecture is fully decentral-
ized and is able to operate in open environments without using
of pre-existing infrastructures or central administration. More-
over, in our design, we integrate ontology with the grid services
in order to achieve effective reuse of grid information, intelli-
gent searching and improve interlinking among different grid
resources. We have developed a prototype implementation of
the PSG architecture to obtain experimental results on con-
structing P2P overlay and providing semantic services. In this
prototype, we integrate the grid framework ontology with the
ontology of social network application.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some
related work on semantic grids including some attempts to-
wards integrating ontologies. Section 3 introduces the main
PSG components and services. In Section 4, the detailed
framework architecture is presented. Section 5 introduces thedetails of developed PSG social network application. Section
6 lists the experimental results we obtain. Finally, Section 7
concludes this paper and some work that can be investigated
in the future.2. Related work
The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [7] is the result
of a standardization effort, and now it is sustained by the grid
standards body, namely the Open Grid Forum (OGF) [8].
OGSA aims to deﬁne a core set of capabilities and behaviors
for grid systems. Semantic-OGSA (S-OGSA) [9] is a reference
architecture that extends OGSA to support the explicit han-
dling of semantics, and deﬁnes the associated knowledge ser-
vices to support a spectrum of service capabilities. The
objective of S-OGSA is the provision of a uniﬁed platform
for exposing and delivering explicit metadata in grid applica-
tions, including a formal framework and a set of guidelines
to ease the development of semantic grid applications. S-
OGSA has three main aspects: the model (the elements that
it is composed of and its interrelationships), the capabilities
(the services needed to deal with such components) and the
mechanisms (the elements that will enable communication
when deploying the architecture in an application) [9].
Another architecture, that provides distributed data man-
agement based on semantics, is Open Grid Services Architec-
ture Data Access and Integration (OGSA-DAI) [10].
OGDA-DAI is about sharing data, whether this data lies with-
in a single organization, between a group of partners, or with
the public. By sharing data, OGSA-DAI can identify, under-
stand and exploit complex interactions between disparate vari-
ables and so convert data into information. Besides, OGSA-
DAI allows data in distributed databases to be accessed, up-
dated, transformed and combined. OGSA-DAI has a powerful
distributed query processor that allows queries to be run over
many databases as if they were a single database. OGSA-DAI
can be used with relational and XML databases and with ﬁle
systems [10].
Overall, there is still the need for lightweight semantic grids
architectures that support applications running on purely
ad-hoc networks. Crucially, such grid applications need a com-
pletely decentralized and collaborative approach to the re-
source discovery and coordination. Although, OGSA-DAI
and S-OGSA allow grid services to be exploit semantics, the
installation and deployment of applications on them require
dedicated pre-existing conﬁgured core servers. Hence, there
still the need to have a lightweight architecture enables users
to form spontaneous semantic service networks with intelligent
searching and improved interlinking without using of pre-
existing infrastructures or central administration.3. Main framework components
PSG architecture comprises three main components: P2P over-
lay, Multi-Agent System (MAS) hierarchy, and Semantics.
P2P overlay is used to build non-hierarchical decentralized
grid services and hence increase grid scalability. Furthermore,
using P2P model provides a fully decentralized system without
using of pre-existing infrastructure or central administration.
Semantic services are responsible for integrating ontologies
with grid entities and providing ontology matchmaking
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vices provide users with intelligent reasoning and interlinking
of available resources on the grid. The reason behind using
Multi-agent systems in our framework is to provide both
P2P and semantic services with ﬂexible and decentralized deci-
sion making capabilities.
3.1. Peer-to-Peer overlay
Recently, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have gained tremendous
popularity. P2P systems consist of a dynamically changing set
of nodes with symmetric roles connected via the Internet. P2P
is a class of self-organizing systems or applications that takes
advantage of distributed resources storage, processing, infor-
mation, and human presence [11,12]. P2P systems have emerged
as a general paradigm for constructing resilient, large-scale, and
distributed services and applications in the Internet. Therefore,
P2P and grid aim to provide access to remote computing re-
sources for high-performance, data-intensive applications.
However, most of today’s grid frameworks are developed as
centralized or hierarchical architectures. Hence, as grid sizes
increase, these architectures suffer from bottlenecks and scala-
bility problems [4].While, adopting P2Pmodels in grid architec-
tures present good scalability, efﬁciency, ﬂexibility, and
robustness for grid computing in open environments [11].
P2P overlay networks for the Internet have been classiﬁed
based on the structure of constructed network overlay into
two categories: unstructured P2P overlay networks and struc-
tured P2P overlay networks [13,14]. In unstructured systems
such as Gnutella [15], the placement of data ﬁles is totally iso-
lated from the overlay topology and random search algorithms
are used to locate data ﬁles. In the contrary, structured systems
deﬁne the relationships between nodes and data ﬁles. Numer-
ous structured P2P overlays have been proposed, such as CAN
[16], Chord [17], and Pastry [18]. In our framework, nodes are
organized using Chord protocol. The Chord maps the key
onto a node using consistent hashing function. Moreover,
The Chord protocol speciﬁes how to ﬁnd the locations of keys,
how new nodes join the system, and how to recover from the
failures of existing nodes [17].Figure 1 An identiﬁer circle consistiChord provides consistent hashing to generate nodes and
keys identiﬁers. The node identiﬁers are arranged in a circle
that is called the Chord ring. Every node keeps a table called
the ﬁnger table which stories node neighbors’ identiﬁers. In
an N-node network, each node’s routing table stores informa-
tion only about O(log N) other nodes. Every key k is assigned
to the ﬁrst node whose identiﬁer n is equal to or larger than k.
This node is called the successor node of key k. If node n does
not know the successor of a key k, n can ﬁnd a node m in its
ﬁnger table whose identiﬁer is closer than its own to k. Then,
node m will know more about the identiﬁer circle in the region
of k than n does. By repeating this process, n learns about
nodes with identiﬁers closer and closer to k [17]. Fig. 1 shows
an identiﬁer circle with three nodes (0, 3, and 6) and three keys
(keys 1 and 2 are located at node 3, key 5 at node 6). Also,
nodes ﬁnger tables are shown.
3.2. Multi-agent system
Agent-based systems technology has generated lots of excite-
ment in recent years because of its promise as a new paradigm
for conceptualizing, designing, and implementing software sys-
tems in open and dynamic environments. Agent architectures
are designed to exhibit autonomy, decentralized coordination,
and complex distributed behaviors in highly dynamic environ-
ments such as grids [19,20]. Currently, agents on the internet
mostly perform information retrieval and ﬁltering. When
agents and grids systems cooperate together, agents will per-
form information gathering in context and sophisticated rea-
soning in support of user problem-solving tasks. Some of the
gained beneﬁts of this integration are modularity, autonomy,
swarm-level coordination, and immersion in their environ-
ment, to more advanced capabilities such as problem solving,
meta-reasoning, learning, shared goals, and human system col-
laboration [21].
Agentwould not be considered as intelligent softwaremodels
if they repeated the samemistakes and never improved their per-
formance in tasks they perform routinely. Barbara Hayes-Roth
[22] deﬁnes the primary objective of an intelligent agent as ‘‘to
maintain the value of its own behavior within an acceptableng of the three nodes 0, 3, and 6.
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important properties for an intelligent agent, ﬂexibility (the
agent should react to important unexpected events) and timeli-
ness (the agent should meet various real-time constraints) [22].
Learning can also improve agent performance by recognizing
common failure conditions and designing mechanisms to antic-
ipate and avoid them. Also, Meta-reasoning enables agent to
make decisions aboutwhat to reason about, setting its own goals
and deciding how to allocate its resources [21].
The BDI (belief-desire-intention) model is well understood
as an agent architecture to support goal oriented behaviour
in intelligent agents. It is a theory of practical reasoning that
represents an abstraction of human deliberation based on a
theory of rational actions in the human cognition process.
The mental attitudes of belief, desire and intention represent
the information, motivational, and deliberative states of the
agent respectively. To process a certain matter, a BDI agent
goes through three phases as follows: ﬁrstly, perceiving the
environment; secondly deliberating on what to do and how
to do it and ﬁnally executing the action plans. Moreover, the
process of reconsidering agent desires and intentions is impor-
tant to provide system with ﬂexible and adaptive decisions
[23,24]. Fig. 2 shows BDI agent architecture.
The basic agent control loop of the BDI interpreter consists
of perception, updating belief, generating desires, choosing
intention and executing actions. Desires, intentions, and then
actions are generated based on beliefs. In our framework imple-
mentation we build an ontology using Prote´ge´ tool [25] in order
to handle agents BDI components such as beliefs, goals, and
execution plans. We build DBI ontology so that beliefs can be
updated and intentions could be reconsidered during agent task
execution. Section 4.2, Agents Hierarchy, illustrates the details
of agent BDI concepts in developed framework ontology.
3.3. Semantic model
Resource discovery in grid is about ﬁnding relevant resources,
the overall quality of a discovery service is determined not only
by usual quality of service measures such as performance, reli-
ability and availability, but also by its accuracy that measures
how many of the discovered resources are relevant, and how
relevant they are. Accurate resource discovery should be able
to ﬁnd the best approximate matches for the user. Hence, re-
source discovery in grid has to deal with large number of vol-Figure 2 Agents and BDI process.atile resources described using different approaches and
languages, and managed by different virtual organizations.
In such heterogeneous and dynamic environments, syntactic
keyword and taxonomy-based matching is insufﬁcient to
achieve high precision resource discovery. In order to improve
the precision of a discovery service, resources must be given
well-deﬁned meaning carried by semantic information added
to resource descriptions [19,26,27].
Through provision of ontological support to the grid, there is
the potential to create a searchable, reusable resource that is
understandable by and accessible to a wider community. This
requires that all kind of grid content to bemarked upwithmeta-
data that encodes itsmeaning in away that is machine-interpret-
able and hence be processed by agents, search engines and
applications to automate the content discovery [6,27]. Ontology
represents the vocabulary terms, and how they inter-relate, for
the concepts shared by a community [6,11]. It formally speciﬁes
how to represent objects, concepts and other entities that are as-
sumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships
among them. Thus, ontologies are used for constituting a com-
munity reference, sharing consistent understanding of what
information means, making possible knowledge reuse and shar-
ing, and increasing interoperability between systems [28,29].
Ontologies are used in Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Semantic
Web, Software Engineering and Information Science as a form
of knowledge representation about the world. Most ontologies
describe individuals or instances (ground level components of
ontology; they may include concrete objects such as people,
animals, and planets, as well as abstract individuals such as
numbers and words), classes or concepts (abstract groups, sets,
or collections of objects), attributes, and relations. Objects in
the ontology can be described by assigning attributes to them.
Each attribute has at least a name and a value, and is used to
store information that is speciﬁc to the object it is attached to.
For example, the Person object has attribute named Age with
value 20. An important use of attributes is to describe the rela-
tionships (also known as relations) between objects in the
ontology. Typically, a relation is an attribute whose value is
another object in the ontology [30,31].
Our proposed framework, PSG, is developed using Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) that integrates ontology with ser-
vices deﬁnitions. PSG provides conceptual model to describe
resources and services. We develop framework ontology that
describes every service and entity in the PSG architecture.
Moreover, PSG conceptual model is used to increase mecha-
nisms of the activities related to services, namely discovery
and negotiation. PSG framework ontology is developed
according to OWL-DL [33] ontology language speciﬁcations
and describes peers, agents, tasks, and resources. Moreover,
framework ontology creates agent hierarchy and manages
agent communication based on BDI reasoning model. Task
execution is also included in framework ontology; each task
is mapped to a set of related actions to be executed and alter-
natives plans could be used in case of failure of main plan.4. The proposed framework
4.1. Layered architecture
The framework functionalities are distributed on three layers
where each layer has its own responsibilities. The layers as
Management 
P2P Communication Services 
DHT/SDH Profiling Resource Management 
ASN: Self-Organizing ASN: Learning 
Semantic Browser 
Networking 
OMM SR R & I M 
Evaluation Mechanism 
Semantic 
Metadata 
Figure 3 Framework layered architecture.
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Semantic. Networking layer is responsible for presence man-
agement, organizing nodes in Chord ring, and ﬁnally distribut-
ing resources keys. Management layer is responsible for
organizing agents into Agent Semantic Network (ASN)
according to their roles. The framework uses two ontologies;
we develop the ﬁrst and integrate it with agents while the sec-
ond ontology covers application domain and by which grid re-
sources are indexed and organized. Finally, the semantic layer
that handles the ontological support that is either provided to
grid users or lower layer agents.
The networking layer provides the service of creating spon-
taneous services network that connects the participating nodes.
As we mention before, the nodes are organized in P2P overlay
using Chord protocol [17]. We use the Chord implementation
of METEOR project [41]. METEOR is an open source project
offered by JXTA community [32]. This layer contains the
implementation of two services: chord service and routing ser-
vice. The chord service is implemented using JXTA Discovery
and Resolver protocols [33]. While, the routing service is the
intermediate between chord service and network routing pro-
tocol. The routing service stores the routing paths among the
different participating nodes. The path is stored from the
requesting (i.e., source) node to the destination node.)
Ontology 
Agent 
Profiling 
Agent 
OMM rules 
Ontologies (App., 
Domain
Communication
DF AMS 
Providi
with ye
MTS 
Registering 
Agents 
Peer Profile 
User Profile 
Figure 4 DiffereManagement layer consists of the main services provided by
PSG starting from Resource Management service that orga-
nizes resources using Semantic Driven Hashing (SDH), and
the Proﬁling service that keeps up-to-date proﬁles of both
users and nodes. Finally, management layer provides agent
services, each agent role is provided as a separate service.
Agent Management Service (AMS) is responsible for manag-
ing the communication between agent services and reporting
environmental changes to update agent model.
The role of semantic layer is to provide the ontological
support to users and middleware agents. A set of facilities
is provided to users to enable them to interact with the
framework like browsing, providing metadata, and ﬁnally
evaluation mechanisms. Browsing facility helps users to
browse and navigate through available resources and used
ontologies concepts. While, evaluation mechanisms affect
the decisions taken by ontology agents in matchmaking pro-
cess. Another set of facilities is developed to guide ontology
agents starting from handling rules for Semantic Relation-
ships (SR) among different ontology concepts, then, Ontol-
ogy Matchmaking (OMM) process that is based on
classiﬁcation matching scheme, and ﬁnally reasoning and
integration mechanisms (R&IM) using Rules (i.e., Inference
Rules).q
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Resource 
Agent 
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Since agents are autonomous entities, coordination is not a
passive task, but involves actively agents themselves, in other
words, agents collaborate in order to successfully coordinate
themselves. There are several approaches related to agent col-
laboration and coordination, Roles is one of them [42]. In our
framework agent can play a role from six available roles that
are: Agent Management (AM), Directory Facilitator (DF),
Network Management role (NM), Resource Management role
(RM), Ontology Management role (OM), and ﬁnally Proﬁling
Management role (PM). Fig. 4 shows these roles and different
role’s responsibilities.
Agents with NM role are responsible for joining the chord
ring, distributing resources keys, and ﬁnally managing peer
routing table. While, Agents with PM role are responsible
for managing users proﬁles and resources accessing polices.
Also, providing up-to-date peer status and storing the
changes in peer proﬁle. RM role covers resources advertising
and discovery. So, RM agents handle publishing resources
advertisements between peers and respond to discovery que-
ries either by sending requested resource if it is its owner,
or sending routing information of peer holding resource.
OM agents are responsible of handling all issues related to
domain ontology. OM agents responsibility starts from load-
ing the ontology ﬁles, then manages relationships between
domain concepts. OM agent is responsible for assembling
semantic relationships and constructing concepts subsump-
tion hierarchy from the domain ontology. Subsequently,
OM agent provides the SDH and matchmaking services for
RM agents.
To allow agents to interact with each other, we provide a
communication act library that is based on FIPA speciﬁcations
[43]. This communication act library deals with constructing
agent messages and transporting these messages where the
message represents one of the agent communicative acts.
AM has a main role in providing the communication function-
ality for other agents as we design it as the communicator to
eliminate the communication overhead from other agents.
Here we list the communicative acts that we use in our
framework:
 Request: The sender requests the receiver to perform some
action.
 Agree: The action of agreeing to perform some action, pos-
sibly in the future.
 Refuse: The action of refusing to perform a given action,
and explaining the reason for the refusal.
 Cancel: The action of ﬁrst agent informing another agent
that it is no longer requires that the second agent performs
some action.
 Failure: The action of telling another agent that an action
was attempted but the attempt failed.
 Inform: The sender informs the receiver that a given prop-
osition is true.
 QueryIf: The action of asking another agent whether or not
a given proposition is true.
In our framework implementation we build an ontology
using Prote´ge´ tool [25], PSG ontology covers BDI concepts,
and execution plans. Beliefs play essential role in linking agents
while executing common tasks and making their decisionsbased on environment changes. So, agent belief may be about
peer, environment setting, or about another agent. We build
DBI ontology so that beliefs can be updated and intentions
can be reconsidered during task execution. As we previously
mentioned, the framework ontology is developed using
OWL-DL [33] ontology language speciﬁcation. The OWL-
DL [33] semantic syntax of any class consists of a set of direct
superclasses and a set of restrictions. Then, a class C can be
written as C= {superclasses} [ {restriction} (here means un-
ion). The set of class restrictions include allValuesFrom
(["), someValuesFrom ($), hasValue (), minCardinality (),
maxCardinality (), cardinality (=). While, the class owl:Thing
is the main class in OWL-DL ontology and every OWL-DL
class is a subclass of it.
Agent and DBI classes in our ontology are expressed as the
following:
 Agent = {owl:Thing} [ {hasBeliefsP 1 and hasDe-
sires= 1 and hasRole some AgentRole}. Agent class is
expressed as a subclass from owl:Thing and the set of
restrictions specify that Agent must own beliefs and desires
that the count of each one is more than or equals to 1. Also,
the restrictions include specify that Agent class has a role
and it is one from the set of roles mention in Fig. 4.
 Belief = {owl:Thing}. Beleif class is expressed as a subclass
from owl:Thing and has no deﬁned restrictions.
 PeerBelief = {Belief} [ {hasPeer = 1}. PeerBeleif class is
expressed as a subclass from Belief and has a restriction
of having only one associated peer.
 AgentBelief = {Belief} [ {hasAgent= 1}. AgentBeleif
class is expressed as a subclass from Belief and has a restric-
tion of having only one associated agent.
 Desire = {owl:Thing} [ {hasIntentionsP 1 and hasPriori-
ty= 1}. Desire class is expressed as a subclass from owl:-
Thing and has restrictions that specify having only one
associated priority and set of associated intentions that
must be more than or equal to 1.
 Intention = {owl:Thing} [ {hasMainPlan= 1 and hasAl-
ternativePlanP 0}. Intention class is expressed as a sub-
class from owl:Thing and has restrictions that specify
having only one associated main plan and another alterna-
tive plan that could be empty.
 Plan = {owl:Thing} [ {hasType some PlanType and has-
RunningType some PlanRunningType and hasBodyAc-
tionsP 1 and hasActionsWhenFailP 0 and hasActions
WhenSuccessP 0}. Plan class is expressed as a subclass
from owl:Thing and has restrictions that specify having
plan type(main, or alternative), plan running type (service
plan that runs all the time, or action plan that is executed
based on action’s request), set of body actions to be exe-
cuted (must be more than or equal to one action), set of
actions to be executed on failure (may be empty), and set
of actions to be executed on success (may be empty).
 Action = {owl:Thing} [ {hasWeight some ActionWeight
and hasState some ActionState}. Action class is expressed
as a subclass from owl:Thing and has restrictions that spec-
ify having action weight (either trivial or vital action), and
action state(either unexecuted, done, failed). If any action
has weight of vital action and fails to be executed causes
the failure of the whole plan and then trying of executing
the alternative plans.
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to each agent; these intentions represent the goals that agents
try to achieve. Agent intentions are interpreted to set of plans
and each plan consists of set of actions need to be executed to
fulﬁll plan and hence agent goals. Actions successful execution
is not always guaranteed, as it may require a resource and this
resource can not be found because of a failed node or resource
access is denied. To recover this, we deﬁne alternative plan to
be executed if the main plan failed, furthermore plan structure
doesn’t deﬁne only set of actions to be done, but also there are
a set of actions associated with it to be executed in case of fail-
ure, these actions may contain roll-back of some of the previ-
ous actions.
Agents should have the ability to watch the environment in
order to respond to dynamic environment changes. Moreover,
agent should reconsider their set of desires/intentions and goal
relationships with environment updates. In PSG architecture,
agents are capable of monitoring environments for speciﬁc ser-
ies of events. These events either are related to application exe-
cution logic or environment prosperities. We interpret these
events into rules and add them to agent beliefs. Based on these
rules, agents can add or infer new beliefs and change their set
of desires/intentions according to new beliefs. When a new
belief/desire is generated, existing contradictory or obsolete be-
lief/desire will be removed. The following are the rules that
agents use in managing their DBI:
When bnew, a new belief is formed:
beliefs = beliefs [ {bnew}, and
If $b 2 beliefs and [makeObsolete(bnew, b)] then beliefs
= beliefs – {b}
When a new desire, dnew, is formed:
desires = desires [ {dnew}, and
If d 2 desires and [makeObsolete (d, dnew)] then desires
= desires – {d}
When a desire is being executed:
actions= getActionsOf(mainPlan)
If $a 2 actions[hasWeight(vital) and hasState(failed)] then
actions= getActionsWhenFail(mainPlan) [
getActionsOf(alternativePlan)
4.3. Framework semantic services
4.3.1. Resource management service
4.3.1.1. Resource indexing. In PSG implementation, we use the
Semantic Driven Hashing (SDH) ontology-based indexing
scheme for DHT overlay architecture [35]. The basic idea be-
hind SDH is to use the unique identiﬁer assigned to ontology
concepts as a key to locate the overlay node responsible for
maintaining the resource index associated with the underlying
ontology. So, SDH utilizes ontologies, instead of resource
names, as the hash input to generate the key necessary to dis-
tribute the resource among overlay nodes. When a query to lo-
cate or advertise a resource is issued, the SDH scheme obtains
the ID of the concepts associated with the resource speciﬁed in
the query. This ID is then hashed to obtain the key, in the
DHT space, of the node where the resource is maintained. This
key is then used to route the request to the identiﬁed overlay
node. The following lines are the pseudo code of the algorithm
that is used to locate or advertise a resource:SDH (Keyword K)
//*retrieve ontology IDs from the keyword using OMM*//
OMM_id[ ] ‹ Ontology_discovery(K);
OMM_keys[ ][ ];
for i = 0 to OMM _id.length {
//*obtain DHT key for each OMM ID*//
OMM_keys[i][j] ‹ Hash(OMM[i] + j);}
return OMM_keys;4.3.1.2. Resource accessing. Sharing relationships can vary
dynamically over time, in terms of the resources involved,
the nature of the access permitted, and the participants to
whom access is permitted. These relationships do not necessar-
ily involve an explicitly named set of individuals, but rather
they are deﬁned by the access policy that governs access to re-
sources. In order to allow users access resources only those are
permitted to them, we attach with each user and resource
authority level. Once user announces a resource to be shared,
RM agent allows access to be granted to any user when his
authority level is greater than resource authority level.
4.3.2. Proﬁling service
The success of personalized resource discovery depends on its
ability to allow users to discover, extract and integrate infor-
mation of interest from heterogeneous sources, and its ability
to provide these users with efﬁcient tools to manipulate and
convert the discovered information into knowledge. To
achieve this target we build a user proﬁle that concerns with
building a closer relationship and understanding of the needs
of individuals. User proﬁle stores user interests that are used
in resources matchmaking process in a way to provide custom
tailoring information to users. Both of resources and user
interests are mapped to domain ontology concepts by ontology
agent using mapping function. To support semantic-based re-
source indexing, discovery and advertising ontology agent uses
the following model to construct user proﬁle [36]:
 Let R be the set of resources in Grid and K be the set of
domain ontology keywords. Each resource r 2 R is repre-
sented semantically by a set of keywordsKr ¼ fkri 2 K; 1 6 i 6 kRkg:
 Let C represent the set of concept in the domain ontology,
Sc is deﬁned as the set of keywords relative to a concept
c 2 C,Sc ¼ fkci 2 K; 1 6 i 6 kCkg
 Resource mapping into concepts: for a given resource r 2 R,
and for each keyword ki
r 2 Kr, to determine the set of con-
cepts Cr associated with resource r,Cr ¼ f[riC; 1 6 i 6 kKkg
 User Proﬁle development: Let Ru be the set of resources
owned by user u and Cu be the concepts of interests of user
u. Using Ru, a proﬁle Pu obtained as a superset Ku of all
keyword sets associated with each resource r 2 Ru. Pu can
be deﬁned as follows:
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and Cu can be deﬁned as follows:Cu ¼ fC[ui ; 1 6 i 6 kKkg4.3.3. Ontology matchmaking service
In our proposed framework, semantic matchmaking is based
on domain ontology. When RM agent initiates a resource
advertisement/request, a mapping function is used to map
the advertisement/request into a domain ontology concept.
The degree of match between advertisements and requests is
determined by calculating the semantic distance between their
concepts. Classes in the OWL ontology are deﬁned by a set of
necessary and sufﬁcient condition. In fact, the condition is the
semantic description of the class. Hence, the deﬁnition distance
of two classes is the difference between their semantic descrip-
tions. We use the algorithm proposed by Geo Shu et al. [44] to
calculate semantic distance between two concepts. In this algo-
rithm, the semantic distance of two concepts is the sum of the
subsumption distance and deﬁnition distance.
Any ontology concept can be written as a class C that con-
sists of a set of the direct superclasses of C and a set of restric-
tions,, for short C= SS [ SR. (here [ means union, while \
means intersection, SS is the short for the set of direct super-
classes and SR is the set of restrictions). The subsumption dis-
tance is the distance between the two concepts in the hierarchy.
While, to get the deﬁnition distance between two concepts
C1 = SS1 [ SR1 and C2 = SS2 [ SR2, the ontology agent
performs the following steps:
i. Calculate the Taxonomy Similarity, TS, by the getting
intersection between SS1 and SS2.TS ¼ SS1 \ SS2
i. Now, as TS is the common classes in the two concepts
deﬁnitions, it shouldn’t be considered in calculating
the deﬁnition distance.So; if TS – u then SS1 ¼ SS1 TS and SS2 ¼ SS2 TS
i. For every class C in SS1 add its superclasses and restric-
tions to C1 superclasses and restrictions respectively.
So, let C = SSc [ SRc then SS1 = (SS1-C) [ SSc, and
SR1 = SR1 [ SRcii. Repeat the last step for the second concept C2
Now, SR1 and SR2 contain all the restrictions that the two
concepts have and inherit from their superclasses. Simply, the
deﬁnition distance will be the sum of all differences in the SR1
restriction from restrictions in SR2. The meaning of the differ-
ence in restrictions here refers to restrictions in SR1 that are
not satisﬁed or realized through the set of restrictions in SR2.
5. Case study
We use PSG framework in constructing semantic campus,
which is a semantic P2P application that connects users in or-der to form a social network of academics in a university. Aca-
demic and organizational information that is available by
university users is investigated in order to create a campus-
based resource described in terms of semantic description.
The campus-based resource is also enriched with additional
semantics that link one resource to another. Semantic campus
application provides a range of capabilities such as ability to
diagnose relationships between the academics in the university,
ability to ﬁnd potential experts in speciﬁc research areas and
ability to provide useful information that represents the indi-
vidual experience of the academics and research interests that
they share.
5.1. Educational campus
A campus network is an autonomous network under the man-
agement of a single entity that exists on a university campus or
within a local geographic area such as a business park, a gov-
ernment center, a research center, or a medical center. The
ideal campus network provides easy access from any access
point to all information pools, including library materials,
departmental libraries, non-print media collections, institu-
tional databases, etc. The ideal campus network provides easy
sharing of electronic resources such as data, text, images,
sound, and video across the network. Moreover, the campus
network tells a user that his/her friends are nearby. These per-
vasive applications are active all the time, and move every-
where the user moves.
Universities and colleges are among the most aggressive
adopters of Wi-Fi technology. The trend toward more collab-
orative and open learning environments, fueled by the explo-
sive adoption of mobile devices among students and faculty,
makes higher education campuses fertile ground for building
wide range of applications that connect academics using wire-
less LANs. For example, in a university campus students can
form small workgroups to keep track of their respective loca-
tions, to exchange ﬁles and to share presentations and results.
Hence, any randomly assembled collection of students’ devices
such as laptops, personal digital assistants (PDA), or smart
mobile phones can be expected to present a highly heteroge-
neous computing environment.
However, deploying distributed applications on mobile de-
vices and operating using wireless connections impose strong
limitations on the design of distributed applications. They need
to be able to adapt with the changing conditions quickly, oper-
ate in a decentralized way, and consider frequent network con-
nections and disconnections as a rule rather than an exception.
Hence, different set of adaptations should be integrated in the
distributed applications. These adaptations start with integrat-
ing wireless routing routes with application routing tables,
integrating stabilization and recovery routines, and ﬁnally
node ranking mechanisms that classify nodes according to
their capabilities and use this ranking in early discovery of
weak nodes and thus diminish the costs of sudden node
failures.
In order to increase PSG stability and scalability and to be
used in developing mobile applications, another proﬁle is
developed for peer to store peer information and capabilities
including its power, processor, running memory, and churn
rate (the rate at which nodes join, and leave system). This peer
proﬁle reﬂects up-to-date peer state and helps in early discov-
ery of week nodes and activating stabilization procedures. Peer
PSG: Peer-to-Peer semantic grid framework architecture 133proﬁle is used by agents to rank peer according to its capabil-
ities and to make decisions like allowing this peer to join DHT
and working as a Normal Peer (stores resources ﬁles and keys)
or to be Edge Peer that only sends services requests and is not
responsible for storing any resources. We can write the peer
classiﬁcation as the following:
 Peer = {owl:Thing} [ {hasAgentsP 1 and hasAM= 1
and hasDF= 1}
Where owl:Thing is the root class and every ontology con-
cepts is inherited from it. Every Peer class owns at least two
main agents (AM: Agent Management Role and DF:
Directory Facilitator)
 NormalPeer = {Peer} [ {hasNM= 1 and hasOM= 1
and hasPM= 1 and hasRMP 1, hasDHT InDHT, "has-
Power not LowValue, hasConnection not LowValue,
$$$hasComputingResources not LowValue}
NormalPeer class is expressed as a subclass from Peer and
restrictions that specify having agents with roles (NM: Net-
work Management, OM: Ontology Management, PM: Pro-
ﬁling Management, RM: Resource Management). Also,
restrictions of NormalPeer specify that this peer is included
in DHT and this is the reason it has a network management
agent. Moreover, as this peer joins the DHT, its power indi-
cator, connection indicator, and computing resources must
not be low.
 EdgePeer = {Peer} [ {hasOM= 1 and hasPM= 1, "has-
DHT OutDHT, $hasPower some ValueRestrictions, $has-
Connection some ValueRestrictions, $hasComputing
Resources some ValueRestrictions}
EdgePeer class is expressed as a subclass from Peer and
restrictions that specify having agents wit roles (OM: Ontol-
ogyManagement, PM: ProﬁlingManagement). As EdgePeer
is considered as a week node, it is not included in DHT and
hence has no network management or resource management
agents. Also, this peer power indicator, connection indicator,
and computing resources may have low values.
5.2. Semantic campus
We develop domain ontology using Prote´ge´ tool [25] that
extends FOAF [34]. FOAF is the abbreviation of Friend-
of-a-Friend and is one of the Semantic Web largest and most
popular projects. It is essentially Resource Description Format
(RDF) vocabulary for describing people and whom they
know. We search for available ontologies that describe main
entities and activities in university campus. We use the work
done by Department of Computer Science at University of
Maryland [38,37] and Patrick Gosetti-Murrayjohn [39] as
guidelines for building our ontology. Our developed ontology
deﬁnes elements for describing universities and the activities
that occur at them. It includes concepts such as departments,
faculty, students, courses, research projects, and publications.
As our goal is to analyze internal connections among academ-
ics and provide information related to their interest, we use
FOAF metadata for describing associations between people
and organizations, such as foaf:knows, foaf:currentProject,
foaf:fundedBy.
In order to provide semantic-based search scheme, con-
cepts that are related to course topics and research interestsshould be mapped into ontology concepts. Simple Knowl-
edge Organization System (SKOS), introduced by the
W3C, is a model for expressing knowledge organization sys-
tems in a machine-understandable way, within the frame-
work of the Semantic Web [40]. The SKOS core
vocabulary is a set of RDF properties and classes that can
be used to express the content and structure of a concept
scheme as an RDF graph. The following are sample from
semantic campus classes and their properties as developed
in our ontology. sc is used as a namespace identiﬁer for
the semantic campus ontology, FOAF terms are preﬁxed
by foaf, and SKOS terms are preﬁxed by skos. foaf:Organization  foaf:Person
– sc:University – sc:Employee
– sc:Institute – sc:Student
 sc:Term – sc:Staff
 skos:Concept  sc:CampusPlace
 foaf:Document  sc:Course
 foaf:Group  sc:CourseInstanceType
– sc:CourseInstance – sc:Lecture
– sc:ResearchGroup – sc:Lab
– sc:Project – sc:DiscussionSample of Semantic relations: (d and r are used as abbrevi-
ations for domain and range)
foaf:member(d= foaf:Group, r= foaf:Person)
foaf:interest(d= foaf:Person, r= foaf:Document)
foaf:publications(d= foaf:Person, r= foaf:Document)
foaf:knows(d= foaf:Person, r= foaf:Person)
skos:semanticRelation (d= skos:Concept, r=skos:Concept)
skos:broader subproperity of skos:semanticRelation
skos:narrower subproperity of skos:semanticRelation
skos:related subproperity of skos:semanticRelation
skos:subject(d= foaf:Document, r= skos:Concept)
advisor(d= sc:Student, r= sc:FacultyStaff)
enrolledIn (d= sc:Student, r= sc:CourseInstance)
interestTopic(d= foaf:Person, r= skos:Concept)
includeResearchTopic(d= sc:Project, r= skos:Concept)
researchGroupInterest(d=sc:ResearchGroup, r=skos:
Concept)
Inference rules:
1. knows(student, staff) -> advisor(student, staff)
2. knows(personi, personj) -> if member(group,studenti) and
member(group,studentj)
3. knows(studenti, studentj) -> if enrolledIn(studenti, cour-
seInstance) and enrolledIn(studentj, courseInstance)
4. interestTopic(person, subject) -> if enrolledIn(per-
son,course) and studiesTopic(course, subject)
5. interestTopic(person, subject) -> if reatcherOf(per-
son,course) and studiesTopic(course, subject)
6. skos:subject(document, subjy) -> if skos:subject(document,
subjx) and kos:broader(subjx, subjy)
7. studiesTopic(course, subjy) -> if studiesTopic (course,
subjx) and skos:broader(subjx, subjy)
8. interestTopic(person, subjy) -> if interestTopic (person,
subjx) and skos:broader(subjx, subjy)
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134 A. Soliman et al.9. researchTopic(group, subjy) -> if researchTopic (group,
subjx) and skos:broader(subjx, subjy)
6. Evaluation
We build a set of experiments to compute the cost of using
ontology in resource matchmaking and indexing. Moreover,
to compute the communication overhead we focus our analysis
in counting messages exchanged among peers and categorizing
these messages based on type or purpose. Besides, as semantic
campus application is deployed on mobile devices, we provide
recovery and optimized DHT adaptation services. We run a
separate experiment to characterize PSG behaviour with dif-
ferent churn rate of mobile peers. The experiments are built
as fully symmetric environment which means that all nodes
have identical functionalities and responsibilities. But also we
use asymmetric capabilities of peers (i.e., different connection
states, different battery life values, and different processing
capacities of mobile nodes).
So, every peer keeps a proﬁle based on the peer classiﬁca-
tion in PSG framework ontology. The peer proﬁle is the repre-
sentation of the peer capabilities at any given time. In the
experiments a peer is classiﬁed either as edge, or normal node
based on its power, connection state, and computing capabili-
ties. In every experiment the peers run concurrently and the
peer processing starts by loading the framework services and
then join the Chord ring using its ChordID. Moreover, the
peers construct the ontology concepts hierarchy from the
ontology ﬁle and then start to create semantic relation among
these concepts and add the relations as ontology beliefs to the
ontology agent. When ontology agent receives a new belief, it
checks the new belief with the inference rules in order to infer
new beliefs if there is a match between added belief and anyone
of the inference rules.
6.1. Service time
In this experiment, we want to measure the time taken by each
agent role in the framework. The objective of this experiment is
to know which service consumes a lot of time and how to min-
imize this time cost as we know that mobile devices have lim-
ited power resources.
6.1.1. Ontology agent
After the peer loads ontology ﬁle, ontology agent starts to cre-
ate the concept hierarchy. In this experiment we measure the
time ontology agent takes to build concept hierarchy with dif-
ferent number of concepts at start up of semantic service.
Fig. 5 shows the time taken to build ontology tree with differ-
ent number of concepts and semantic relations.
Moreover, we count number of initial ontology beliefs and
inferred beliefs with different number of concepts and semantic
relations. Fig. 6 shows the change we got in the number of ini-
tial and inferred beliefs with increasing number of concepts
and semantic relations.
From the ﬁgures above, we can see that both number of con-
cepts and number of relations affects time taken by ontology
agent to load ontology and applying inference rules. However,
as the number of relations increase, the more beliefs can be in-
ferred from the set of initial beliefs and this match with the factthat the power of ontologies comes from the ability to describe
relations among concepts. Hence, the more semantic relations
between ontology concepts, the more reasoning can be done
and intelligent results we can get. In order to overcome the time
cost of loading ontology, ontology engineers could build set of
ontology ﬁles with different level of details from the domain
ontology and on peer start-up ontology agent can load the
appropriate details ﬁle that matches the current peer proﬁle.
6.1.2. Resource agent
With respect to resource agent, we measure the time taken to
work with different number of resources owned by peers. We
measure time taken in publishing resources, and sending re-
source requests until receiving the resource ﬁles. Fig. 7 shows
the results of resource agent with different number of resources
and in different network sizes (4, 8, and 16 nodes).
The results show that the change in resources count
increases the time with lower percentage than the change in net-
work size. As doubling network size from 4 to 8 nodes increases
the publishing time with 61:69%, while doubling number of re-
sources from 5 to 10 increases the publish time with 6:13%.
Therefore, users of the campus application should take care
of the number of resources published on large networks as it
would be a time cost process. So, if we attach importance factor
with each resource and relate this factor with number of users
that will beneﬁt from sharing this resource; this will lead to limit
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example, users can give the videos and presentations of the
lectures an important factor greater than important factor of
the campus social activities videos. Hence, the priority will be
assigned to publish videos and presentations of the lectures.
Also, we can see from Fig. 7 that the recovery time is almost
not affected by number of resources nor the network size. So,
we can conclude that the recovery process is not costly and this
really matters in mobile domain.
6.2. Ontology match making (OMM)
In Fig. 8, we explore several get requests sent by application in
different network sizes (4, 8, and 16 nodes). When user wants
to send a get request based on speciﬁc ontology concept, the
resource agent contacts ontology agent to get the hash value
of not only the needed concepts but also its associated and re-
lated concepts. Hence, the ontology agent sends the hash val-
ues of the requested concept and hash values and semantic
distance of the related concepts.
6.3. Communication overhead
The aim of this experiment is to measure the cost of building a
structured P2P overlay in mobile ad-hoc networks. We run0
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Figure 7 Time taken with resource athree different sets of applications, the ﬁrst uses PSG middle-
ware that offers a structured P2P overlay using Chord DHT
over JXME. The second set uses ﬂooding technique over
JXME, while the third uses ﬂooding with Time-To-Live
(TTL) added to message. TTL is set to the value of chord ring
size when the message is created and it is decreased by 1 when
the message is received by intermediate nodes. The message is
discarded when its TTL reaches 0. We focus our analysis on
number of messages exchanged in the following cases:
i. Constructing network overlay.
ii. Advertising a resource.
iii. Requesting a resource.
Before showing the results, we want to illustrate how ﬂood-
ing applications construct their network overlay. We design
the ﬁrst one to work as a mesh network, where each node
knows all the other nodes in the network and can communi-
cate directly with them. When node starts, it broadcasts a mes-
sage to announce its existence to the subsequent nodes. Thus,
any node knows all the previously running nodes. However, to
construct the mesh the old nodes need to know the new con-
nected nodes. So, when the node is up and connected to the
network, it discovers the announcing messages of previously
connected nodes, it forwards a message to them, to let them
know that there is a new joined node.
In the second ﬂooding application, ﬂooding with TTL, we
perform the same scenario but this time we use TTL counter.
In this application, the new node sends only one message to its
predecessor. The message is sent with TTL counter, and on
receiving a message with TTL that is grater than 0, it will be
forwarded to the predecessor of the received node. The mes-
sage will be discarded when its TTL reaches 0.
Fig. 9 shows the communication overhead with the three
applications in cases of network set-up, publishing new re-
source, and sending get requests.
In the above ﬁgure, we can see that the Chord overlay has
the largest network set-up cost. Also, we notice that the mesh
overlay has the highest cost of announcing new resource and it
is always equals to number of nodes decreased by 1, as each
node knows all the nodes in the network and informs them
with the new resource. While this cost differs in TTL and15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25
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overlay has the lowest get overhead and it always equals to 1 as
each node stores the advertisement of resources owned by all
the nodes, so when requesting a resource it knows where it is
stored. Therefore, we can conclude that chord overlay has
the highest network set-up cost but has lower publish and
get cost. Moreover, the network set-up cost occurs only once
in the life-time of the application, while publishing and
requesting resources are repeated processes.6.4. Stabilization
The aim of this experiment is to characterize the behaviour of
PSG with peers churn rate. We run the application with prede-
ﬁned peer ranking and with different percentage of weak
nodes. We focus our analysis in:
i. Measuring recovery cost in terms of number of message
exchanged to backup weak node resources and DHT
entries at its successor.
ii. Measuring cost of chord ﬁnger table and successor sta-
bilization in terms of number of message exchanged.iii. Measuring lost DHT advertisements and resources ratio
in cases of failed backups.
In our implementation, when a node gets weak rank, it
activates the backup procedure by backing up its DHT en-
tries and resources ﬁles at its next live successor. Then it
sends a broadcast message; we call it ofﬂine_notify; to inform
the other nodes that it is going to be ofﬂine and the data has
been moved to its successor indicating its successorID. For
the live nodes in order to ﬁx their ﬁnger tables, they send
ask_for_predecessor message to successor of any ofﬂine node
in ﬁnger table.
Fig. 10 shows number of recovered DHT advertisements
and resources with different rate of weak nodes and different
network sizes (4, 8, and 16 nodes). While, Fig. 11 explores the
recovery longest back-up paths and number of ask_for_pre-
decessor message sent by live nodes to ﬁx their ﬁnger tables.
Moreover, Fig. 12 shows the lost DHT advertisements and
resources ratio in cases of failed backups with different per-
centage of weak nodes. In some cases, the lost ratio repre-
sents not only the data lost by the current failed node, but
also it may contain previously restored data that was owned
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PSG: Peer-to-Peer semantic grid framework architecture 137by other weak nodes. For the back-up process to fail, one of
the following conditions must occur:
1. All the node successors have been ofﬂine.
2. The node and its successor are going to be ofﬂine at the
same time; so only one of them will succeed to back its data.
Fig. 11 explores the recovery longest back-up paths and
number of ask_for_predecessor message sent by live nodes to
ﬁx their ﬁnger tables. The results show that the backup path
does not exceed the network size as node’s ﬁnger table has en-
tries equal to Chord ring size. Also, we can conclude that ﬁxing
ﬁnger table using ask_for_predecessor message is better than
invoking Chord stabilization process on weak node discovery.
As the ﬁgure shows that total number of ask_for_predecessor
messages sent in network size 16% and 50% weak node is 17
messages, while invoking stabilization will cost 128 messages
that equal to 8 * 16, where 8 is number of weak nodes and
16 is value of O(log N)2 that is the stabilization cost.Fig. 12 shows the lost DHT advertisements and resources
ratio in cases of failed backups (number of nodes where recov-
ery fails: 1, 2, 3 and 4) with 75% of nodes are pre-selected to be
weak nodes and the network size is 16.
7. Conclusion and future work
Our work aims to bridge the gap between the conventional
Grid computing and its potential application in semantic envi-
ronments by proposing an agent-based P2P semantic grid
architecture. PSG offers a lightweight framework that sup-
ports building semantic grid services that are dynamically com-
posed in ad-hoc way, and enables users to form spontaneous
services networks. With PSG architecture, users can deploy
varieties of semantic applications without support of pre-exist-
ing infrastructures or core servers. Users will use only the
developed framework prototype integrated with the applica-
tion ontology. The integration of agents and semantic ontolo-
gies results in distributed intelligent system that is signiﬁcantly
more capable, autonomous, and adaptive. Agent roles and
hierarchy help to provide modular architecture satisfying
requirements like dynamism, self-organizing, reliability, and
efﬁciency. Ontologies are used to help automated processes
to access information and enabling both the user and the sys-
tem to communicate with each other using a common under-
standing of ontology domain.
PSG framework ontology provides peer ranking service that
assists in early detection of weak nodes and moving their data
to avoid losing data of disconnected nodes. We admit that PSG
has high network set-up cost in large networks, but during net-
work set-up time the node is not idle. Agents run in parallel, so
during set-up ontology agent constructs ontology hierarchy
and proﬁle agent creates user and peer proﬁles. Besides, Chord
has lower cost in publishing and requesting resources compared
with semi-structured and unstructured systems.
For future work, an extension to semantic layer can be
made to develop semantic browser that enables users to
browse and navigate through available resources and ontology
concepts. Furthermore, in case of using more than one domain
ontology, the ontology agent must be able to perform ontology
alignment process to ﬁnd relationships between entities
belonging to different ontologies. Finally, we want to investi-
138 A. Soliman et al.gate the applicability of adding task ontology in PSG manage-
ment layer, and use the framework for parallel task processing.
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